Relative bud fertility, an indicator of spring frost
damage on some grapevine varieties
Introduction
On May 3, 2011an arctic air mass reached Hungary. The 10 Celsius colder air spread all over the
country followed by drier air that ﬂowed into our region. On May 5 to 6 at night the wind stopped. In
the quiet morning the air was very dry, the sky was cloudless, the temperature dropped quickly and
signiﬁcantly. In Kecskemet region the minimum radiation temperature was -5.7 Celsius. This low
temperature damaged young grapevine shoots.
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Methods
1. Calculating relative bud fertility (RBF)
RBF = total number of bunches/total number of shoots
2. One way analysis of variance to ﬁnd statistical differences between yields of different varieties
Results

SUMMARY
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47
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55
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Conclusions
• early bud break results partial shoot frost, and lateral buds, that break afterwards, are less fertile
• if bud break is late the whole shoot gets frosted and more fertile basal buds emerge (see Merlan
and Rhine Riesling varieties)
• in cane pruning 1-2 bud lateral cane spurs can be useful because the fertile auxiliary main bud
breaks after spurs’ shoots are frosted
• yield depends on the average bunch weight too, therefore Kövidinka, which has the highest
average bunch weight, had the higher yield
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